


Many atheists today devote much of their time and resources trying to convince the world that God does not 
exist while promoting their own religion. The Oxford Dictionary defines religion as, “A pursuit or interest 
followed with great devotion.” 1

Atheists often claim that they cannot believe in the One true God of the Bible because they believe in 
“science” and “logic”. However, they break the laws of science and logic to defend and promote their own 
worldview and religion.

On the macro level, many atheists believe in cosmic evolution. This is a “naturalistic attempt to explain 
how everything arrived in the universe without God.” 2 This would be the belief that the universe just 
popped into existence uncaused which breaks the Law of Causality. The term causality is defined as “the 
principle that nothing can exist or happen without a cause.” 3

Also, consider the fine-tuning of the universe. Several precise physical constants are required for the 
universe to exist. If they were changed even slightly, there could be no life. Atheists proclaim there is no 
fine-tuner. However, fine-tuning must be due to design and therefore a Designer. This atheistic belief again 
breaks the  Law of Causality. 

On the micro level, many atheists believe the first life on earth started from rock and a watery soup mixture 
of chemicals. This is an illogical theory known as abiogenesis, which is defined as, “The obsolete concept 
that plant and animal life arise from nonliving organic matter.” 4

In reality, the Law of Biogenesis is a fact which refers to “the principle stating that life arises from pre-
existing life, not from nonliving material.”5   It also states that “the development of a living organism comes 
from a similar living organism.” 6

Therefore, atheism cannot explain the origin of life without breaking the  Law of Biogenesis.

Atheism also breaks the Law of Science when claiming that the first life on earth must have originated 
from non-life. The Law of Science refers to “how things work in nature at all times-without exception.”7  No 
one has ever observed life coming from non-life.

Obviously, it is ridiculous to claim the Law of Biogenesis only applies after life came into being!

Ultimately, atheism is irrational, which is defined as “Not logical or reasonable.”8  It breaks the Law of 
Rationality, where “conclusions are warranted or justified by the evidence.” 9

Atheism is a religion that rejects science and laws of logic when they contradict their own religious beliefs.

God of the Bible is the Creator of the laws of science and logic.  Laws are not created by random, unguided 
processes.

Thankfully, you don’t have to follow a blind religion.  God the Creator has made Himself known 
through Jesus Christ, and desires to make you a new creation and part of His family.  Because 
of his substitutionary death on the cross and victorious resurrection, Jesus Christ can forgive 
all of your sins and give you eternal life.  God commands that we repent of our sins and trust in 
His Son Jesus.
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